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Kicks: - All enemies and projectiles - All cube
attachments - All cubes that are touched by you
- All enemies that are touched by you - The ball
- The leaden ball - The cannon - All hero cubes -
All hero attachments - The bomb - All blocks - All
blocks that are not solid - All magic cubes - All
magic attachments - The potion - The potion
that will make the potion react with the potion
the player is touching - The Powerups - The
monsters - The Powerups that the players will
get from the Powerups Touch - The boss cube -
The boss cube that will not kill you - The boss
blocks - The boss enemies About the cube: - The
cubes may move into the position where the
cube is - The cubes may move into the position
where the cube is only touched - The cubes may
be destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cube may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
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position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed - The cube may move into the
position where the cube is - The cubes may be
destroyed
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8 missions: Collect as many diamonds as you can.

Catch all the Bugs! Descend to the worst depths of the caves and defeat the Bugs!

Easy controls: tap the screen to dive into caves. The arrow key guide will help you catch all the
bugs.

Your mission is to collect ›Diamonds,› and are you up to it? 

This game is free for a limited time.

Please remember: before buy this game, please read ….

Instructions

Privacy & Cookies

Terms & Conditions

About The Game
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